
“WAVELET” Real time gross settlement systems (RTGS) for 
Bank, Financial and Commercials:
Our Company “Opus Technology Limited” provides Real time gross settlement systems (RTGS) 

“WAVELET”. It is an Integrated, Flexible and Affordable car parking Management ideal System 

for managing RTGS. It can be maintaining efficiently and reliably provides irrevocable clearing 

and settlement of financial transactions between Central Banks and Participants. Or in other 

word, Real time gross settlement systems (RTGS) are funds transfer systems where transfer of 

money takes place from one bank to another on a "real time" and on "gross" basis. Settlement 

in "real time" means payment transaction is not subjected to any waiting period. The 

transactions are settled as soon as they are processed. "Gross settlement" means the 

transaction is settled on one to one basis without bunching or netting with any other 

transaction. Once processed, payments are final and irrevocable.

Features of our “WAVELET” Real time gross settlement systems 
(RTGS)

Feature of WAVELET has been given below accordingly in the following ways,

1. A modular component structure to meet individual country requirements allowing for 

flexibility in growth and expansion as needs arise

2. Final and irrevocable settlement of funds transfers continuously in real-time

3. Absolute control over access and processing flows of individual payments



4. Centrally located queuing of payments held awaiting availability of funds

5. Automatic gridlock resolution

6. Real-time monitoring, including- but not limited to - messages, count and volumes of 

RTGS payments, actual and projected positions, account balances for both the RTGS 

operator and participating institutions

An Overview on the Development of “WAVELET” Real time gross 
settlement systems (RTGS) 

1. Flexible reserve liquidity capabilities driven by transaction types

2. Proven capabilities of interfacing with leading Core Banking System solutions

3. Cross Border Payments

4. User-specified visual, email and audio real-time alerts

5. Operational reliability with backup and contingency arrangements

6. Complete audit trail, recovery and reporting facility



Advantages of our “WAVELET” Real time gross settlement systems 
(RTGS)
Real-time gross settlement (RTGS) systems are specialist funds transfer systems where the transfer of 

money or securities takes place from one bank to any other bank on a "real time" and on a "gross" basis. 

The benefits of RTGS given to the customer are as follows:

 Real-time Payment Settlement: Payments settled in real time on a transaction-by-transaction 

basis, as soon as the system accepts them.

 No Credit Risk: There is no credit and settlement risk involved in RTGS system for receiving 

participant as each payment transaction is settled instantly.

 Predictability of Cash Flows: RTGS facilitates predictability of cash flows as customers know 

when their accounts will be debited or credited.

 Benefits to Economy: The instant finality of payments ensures fast, secure and irrevocable 

settlement of major business and financial market transactions.



Distinctive features of our “WAVELET” Real time gross settlement 
systems (RTGS)

1. Operational reliability with backup and contingency arrangements

2. Centrally located queuing of payments held awaiting availability of funds

3. User-specified visual, email and audio real-time alerts

4. Automatic gridlock resolution

5. Real-time monitoring, including- but not limited to - messages, count and volumes of RTGS 

payments, actual and projected positions, account balances for both the RTGS operator and 

participating institutions

6. Complete audit trail, recovery and reporting facility

HOW WILL OUR “WAVELET” Real time gross settlement systems 

(RTGS) HELP YOU IN YOUR BUSINESS?

The simple reason for purchasing an integrated “WAVELET” solution is the elimination of 

double input between the two systems. If you are going to use two separate systems for payroll 

and HR, during your evaluation, make sure that these two systems will speak with each other in 

some fashion. You may love the existing process of car parking you work with but if it becomes 

necessary to change than, you may have to change your RTGS application, as well, to a less 

desirable system.

Which Brand We Work With?

Opus will provide solutions for companies in all scales that acquire our solutions for their 

organization. We can install the tailor made car parking management system for individual 

organizations for taking into consideration for various factors related to that specific 

organization. Our counterfeit proof solutions help in creating a smooth RTGS Management 

Solutions that works efficiently and effectively in all conditions and markets around the world.


